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Sublime with Rome - Lovers Rock
Tom: A
Intro: A  Bm  A  Bm

A
The only thing she told me bout this sick sad world,
Bm
Is when she caught me cheating she said she would never be my
girl
A
Said to myself I'll be as strong as the lion
Bm
You'd have to shoot me down before I ever stop trying
A
She said I need a little of that something
Bm
I said, that's better than nothing
A
I know I know, We got miscommunication
Bm
But we ain't stopping til we hear it on the station
A
Like yeah, yeah, ooh yeah yeah, ooh yeah yeah
                                       Bm (let ring)
Ooh, I've been waiting for this loving girl!

A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to show, used to show
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to have, used to have but not no more

There was summer loving in the air

Some of the best times that I ever had and ever shared
A
It was just you and me sitting on the sand
              Bm
Baby sipping Hennessy
A
Dancing hand in hand
                                               Bm
Listening to what the DJ's playing for you and me

And we ain't stopping til we hear it on the stations
A
Like yeah, yeah, ooh yeah yeah, ooh yeah yeah

                                        Bm (let ring)
Ooh, I've been waiting for your loving girl!

A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to show, used to show
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to have, used to have but not no more

A                              Bm
Step aside, you're only using me
And I believed your lies
A                              Bm
Step aside, you're only using me

And I believed your lies

A
How it used to be
Bm
Between you and me
A               Bm ( deixe Soar )
How it used to be

I'm just missing as I bust!

A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to show, used to show
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm
That we used to know, used to know
A
I miss the love the love the love the love the love
        Bm                                    A
That we used to have, used to have but not no more
            Bm                           A
We used to have, used to have but not no more
          Bm           A
Not no more, not no more
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